Interval
Interval is...

A space between two objects, points, or units.

Essentially, it is the study of space and how it effects form.
Interval is all around

Interval can be seen all around and can easily be expressed in line.
Interval is in music
Interval is in music
Interval is in math
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Interval is in math
Interval is in art
Interval is in art
Interval is in architecture
Interval is in architecture
Dynamic interval

Dynamic interval is characterized by constant change, activity, or progress.
Dynamic interval

Intervals with too many even sized black and white lines stop being dynamic and start looking flat.
Interval as pattern

When an interval is repeated it becomes pattern.

Pattern communicates balance.
Interval as pattern

An interrupted pattern communicates tension.
Interval has value

The amount of black in an interval study created value.
Interval has value

**Black** - Black increasing while white stays the same.
Interval has value

**Grey** - Black and white increasing in even amounts
Interval has value

White - Black decreasing while the white increases.
Interval defines surface
Interval defines surface
Exercise

Using cut out vertical strips of black paper on a white square format (4"x4") create two compositions. One composition should be pattern while the other should be interrupted pattern.